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DIANA FLYNN 
PRESS QUOTES: 

 
BEN HAGGARD: Musician, Son of Merle Haggard:  
“always 10/10” 
 
 
PAUL WILLIAMS: President of ASCAP, Three-Time Grammy Winner, Two-Time Golden 
Globe, and Academy Award Winner 
“I heard someone I would love to hear again and again. I heard authenticity, beautiful voice ... I 
was not alone… I was sharing experience only made possible by a certain amount of intimacy. 
It's nice being able to say I hear real value and talent…. I want to hear more Diana Flynn” 
 
 
CHRIS LANE: Country Music Artist 
“tons of unique great sound” 
 
 
ALICIA MICHILLI: America’s Got Talent Semi-Finalist, Soul Artist 
“the sweetest, nicest work, always soundin’ lovely!” 
 
 
LYDIA HIGGINSON: VP of Development at the Mid Hudson Civic Center Arena 
“Diana Flynn has a beautiful voice and adds a touch of class to any event. Her haunting tone is 
a pleasure to hear.” 
 
 
JOHN EBERSOLE: Photographer for SNL Coffeehouse, Warped Tour 
“Diana Flynn presents a lovely harmony between her smooth acoustic guitar and crystal clear 
vocals. It is rare to hear the two play out so well in a simple, raw acoustic concert such as we 
enjoyed at Goshen Farms in the Annapolis, MD area. Whether classic Adult Contemporary, 
Country or originals, her talent shines!” 
 
 
 



 

THOMAS DEMICCO:  
“In the time that I have known Ms. Diana Flynn, she has always demonstrated a natural ability 
to sing and perform music. Diana has recorded several demos in my recording studio. In these 
recording sessions, I have found her to be easy going, receptive to direction and very 
professional. She has a strong work ethic, and a desire to succeed in music. I am sure that Diana 
would be an asset to your program.”  
 
 
Sadi Pekerol:  
“Diana is a pioneer in this industry, not a pilgrim, and she will pave the way for others to 
follow”  
 
 
 


